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Rosebud Mining Company recently contracted Taggart Global, 
LLC (Taggart) to perform the turnkey engineering, design 
and construction of a new preparation plant facility at the 
Tusky Mine, located near New Philadelphia, Ohio.  The plant 
processes Middle Kittanning (#6) Seam at a rate of 300 Tons-
per-Hour (TPH).  Plant circuitry includes Heavy Media Cyclone, 
Spirals and Ultrafine Spirals.

Since 1979, Rosebud Mining Company has actively produced 
high quality bituminous coal from mines located in Western 
Pennsylvania and Ohio.  The company now operates 14 deep 
mines and six preparation plants.  Rosebud Mining Company 
is currently the third largest underground coal producer in 
Pennsylvania, providing steam and metallurgical coals to 
domestic and international customers.

As part of its ongoing expansion plans, the company 
purchased the Tusky Mine in June 2005.  The mine operated 
as a direct-ship facility until Rosebud Mining Co. contracted 
Taggart Global, LLC to perform the turnkey construction of a 
new, 300 ton-per-hour coal preparation plant and associated 
material handling systems in late 2007.  The mine produces 
approximately 500,000 tons per year of bituminous coal from 
the Middle Kittanning #6 seam with the plant products sold into 
the steam and stoker markets.

The Tusky Mine is a “box cut,” underground mine with belt 
haulage, typical for the region.  The mine currently produces 
coal from two  continuous miner sections.  Run-of-mine (ROM) 
coal is conveyed to an open stockpile (radial stacking conveyor) 
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located adjacent to the preparation plant site.  Two bunkers 
were installed to reclaim the ROM coal, one for the Tusky 
Mine stockpile and one  for outside coal received by truck.  
The reclaimed ROM coal is then conveyed to a screening/
crushing station for top size control to 50mm prior to entering 
the preparation plant.

Preparation Plant circuitry includes a heavy media cyclone 
(HMC) circuit for the 50mm x 1mm size fraction and spiral 
circuits for both the 1mm x 0.15m and 0.15mm x 0.05mm size 
fractions.

Tusky Mine Entry and Run-of Mine Belt 

The Tusky Mine is a “box cut,” underground mine with belt 
haulage, typical for the region.  The mine currently produces 
coal from two continuous miner sections.  Run-of-mine (ROM) 
coal is conveyed to an open stockpile (radial stacking conveyor) 
located adjacent to the preparation plant site.  Two bunkers 
were installed to reclaim the ROM coal, one for the Tusky 
Mine stockpile and one for outside coal received by truck.  The 
reclaimed ROM coal is then conveyed to a screening/crushing 
station for top size control to 50mm, prior to entering the 
preparation plant.

Preparation Plant circuitry includes a heavy media cyclone 
(HMC) circuit for the 50mm x 1mm size fraction and spiral 
circuits for both the 1mm x 0.15m and 0.15mm x 0.05mm size 
fractions.  
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The HMC circuit consists 
of one each: single 
deck banana deslime 
screen, HMC sump and 
pump, HMC, clean coal 
drain and rinse screen 
and refuse drain and 
rinse screen.  The clean 
coal screen is a double 
deck banana screen, 
modified to produce a 
stoker product from the 
HMC clean coal.  The 
clean coal is dewatered 
in a horizontal vibratory 
centrifuge prior to exiting 
the plant on the clean 
coal collecting conveyor.
The minus 1mm size 
fraction is further 
classified into three size 
fractions: Fine (1mm 
x 0.15mm), Ultrafine 
(0.15mm x 0.05mm) 
and Slimes (0.05mm 
x 0).  The fine and 
ultrafine size fractions 
are each processed in 
spirals, followed by an 
additional thickening/
classification step prior 
to being dewatered in a 
screenbowl centrifuge.

Clean coal and stoker are 
stockpiled separately via radial stacking conveyors.  Stoker is 
loaded manually, with front end loader(s), into trucks for dispatch 
to local customers.  The clean coal stockpile is reclaimed to the 
existing train loadout facility.  

The water circuit is closed-loop with slimes sent to a high flow 
thickener prior to being dewatered on belt press filters.  Filter 
cake, along with the coarse and fine rejects are stockpiled 
adjacent to the plant, via radial stacking conveyor, and hauled 
by truck to the final disposal site.

DESIGN FEATURES AND CHALLENGES

One of the major challenges in the design and construction of 
the new facility was safety.  The mine, existing conveyors and 
loadout were to remain operational while the plant facility was 
erected adjacent to the operating equipment.  Due to careful 
planning, open communication with mine operators and safety 
minded personnel, the project was successfully completed with 
no major incidents.

A key design feature of the plant was an overhead crane capable 
of accessing all major process equipment.  While not an entirely 
new concept, this feature permits the plant personnel to safely 
and quickly perform maintenance or, if necessary, replace the 
entire unit.  The 25 ton crane is capable of lifting the largest unit 
in the plant as a complete unit and tramming it to a “drop bay” 
accessible by truck.
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Plant during construction.  Note the close proximity to the existing 
conveyors and loadout (far right).

End View of the plant showing clear span structure of shell.

After the initial commissioning and tuning period, the preparation 
plant has met all stated performance guarantees.  
Typical Plant Performance 

Raw Coal Clean Coal
Ash*,  percent 20-25 6.5-7.5

Sulfur*,  percent 4-7 2-3
BTU/Lb.* 10,500-11,500 13,500-13,600

Plant Yield* 65-75 percent
*Dry Basis

The plant currently operates two shifts per day, 5-6 days per 
week, with one control room operator and one belt press 
operator per shift.  Due to the plant layout, only two plant 
employees are needed to operate the plant.  In addition to the 
two plant workers, an equipment operator manages the raw 
coal stockpile.  The refuse and clean coal piles are reclaimed 
and loaded as required.

Taggart Global, LLC specializes in coal preparation and 
material handling design, construction, and operations.  Taggart 
Global is headquartered in Pittsburgh, USA with a construction 
group in Beckley, WV, USA, an electrical group in Nitro, WV, 
USA and a manufacturing unit in Langfang, China.  Taggart 
has branch representative offices and engineering offices in 
Johannesburg, South Africa; Beijing, China; Vittoria, Brazil; 
Moscow, Russia; and Vancouver, Canada.  Taggart recently 
entered into a Joint Venture with Ausenco Minerals (AusTagg 
International) covering Australia and the Southern Hemisphere.  
Taggart operations process over 5 MTPY of coal in the United 
States and China.  Additionally Taggart Global has agreements 
with NRP for the development of coal processing facilities.


